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1. INTRODUCTION

Tourists’ option for a destination/product is influenced, conventionally, by the

recommendations of friends and relatives, travel agencies or marketing policy (Teodorescu

et al., 2014). In the framework of nowadays development of technology, the final decision

on holiday destination is, now, clearly influenced by the online environment, specifically

by the online reviews (González-Rodríguez et al. 2016).

There are numerous systems on the market that operate globally, regionally or

nationally, with facilitation tools by translating into different languages, shaping on

customers’ profile and demand, online payment systems, etc. Romania, the country with

one of the best online navigation systems in the world (Matei et al., 2021) has experienced a

fast adjustment of the tourism industry to online promotion (Booking.com,

Tripadvisor.com, Agoda.com or Infoturism.ro, etc.).

These systems represent Big data platforms used by different stakeholders (Rodríguez-

Díaz & Espino-Rodriguez,2018) and/or researchers (Li et al., 2018). One of the latest

research topic is sentiment analysis (SA) (Serrano-Guerrero et al., 2015) which processes

and analyzes large amounts of data based on machine learning techniques. SA is a concept

that includes several tasks, mainly processing, mining or extracting information from

various textual sources and classifying feelings. Opinions, feelings, appreciations, attitudes

and emotions are the central assessed elements of the analysis of feelings (Liu, 2012) in

order to obtain the specific features of an action, product, service, matter or subject (Ainin

et al., 2020) and they signify qualitative data.

Sentiment Analysis has been processed through R Software,

namely Syuzhet package. Hence the first step was to create

database through building a web scraper (data extraction), which

extracted targeted date from booking system reviews by means of

Rvest package in R Language from RStudio (efficient in data

processing and web mining according to Zhao, 2012). Along with

Rcrawler, RStudio is considered to have a 99.8% scrapping rate

(Khalil & Fakir, 2017). Sentiments and emotions have been

analyzed using machine learning and automatic annotations.

Reviews have been extracted as groups of 10 each, as much as

the content of one platform page. All reviews without word

content or one meaningless word (such as “and”, “by”) have been

deleted.

The aim of this research is to analyze tourists’ satisfaction through sentiment analysis and ratings

expressed on booking platforms used by the hotel industry.

Research objectives:

O1: Data mining on main tourism platforms in Romania

O2: Identifying emotions and sentiments, spatial and temporal variables, using the R Software

O3: Creating maps of negative and positive sentiments’ classification and rating

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

SA has recently received special attention in the research field. The study reveals that SA is a

very useful tool to process large amount of data and analyze them qualitatively. The outputs show

that most positive reviews are associated with short stays, 5 stars tourist accommodations or

unclassified rent rooms in familiar, friendly and private atmosphere.

The research found that positive reviews are associated with the national Turistinfo.ro

platform, but also highlights positive reviews of foreigners.

This study shows that destination attracts by accommodation structures located nearby the

Carpathians in a beautiful landscape.

The study contributed to the existing knowledge about SA and tourism in Romania.
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4.1. Sentiment Analysis (SA)

Tourists’ reviews analysis regarding Oltenia Subcarpathians shows that predominant

emotions (over 80%) are positive, on the spectrum of trust, joy, prediction, and less negative

emotions including anger, disgust, fear, and sadness. Results shows that reviews on

Turistinfo.ro are slightly higher in terms of positive emotions and sentiments than the other

two international platforms (Booking.com, Tripadvisor.com). Also, the evolution of a feeling

shows that negative emotions such as anger and disgust are stronger in 2020 (affected by

COVID-19 pandemic), while positive emotions such as joy and trust are stronger in 2019 and

2018.

Fig.4. SA and words association in hotel ratings (R ) Fig.5. SA by tourist’ demographic variables & hotel types

Tourist stays ratings equalizes positive and negative emotions and sentiments’ values. The low 

values of ratings in terms of negative emotions and sentiments are more significant than the 

medium and high values of ratings.

Fig.3. SA results and words association by years, 

2018-2020 (R)

Classification

Rating

Negative

Positive  

Getis-Ord Gi*Classification

Getis-Ord Gi*Rating

Getis-Ord Gi*Negative

Getis-Ord Gi*Negative

Confidence Classification Rating Positive Negative

Hot Spot 99% 21 59 0 0

95% 41 4 5 3

90% 8 1 13 34

Cold spot 99% 98 48 0 28

95% 1 7 8 27

90% 0 0 1 6

Total 159 121 31 98

Fig.6. Classification, rating, negative and positive sentiments maps - clustering by Getis-Ord Gi*  (GIS)  

Fig.2. SA results and words association on the three platforms, 

2018-2020 (R)

Table 2. Statistics of hot spot and cold spot hotels in the studied area

4.3. Spatial analysis of autocorrelation/clustering

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardize

d 

Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinearity 

Statistics

B

Std. 

Error Beta

Toleran

ce VIF

1 (Constan

t)

5.626 0.065 86.845 0.000

Positive 3.325 0.065 0.438 50.887 0.000 1.000 1.000

Negative -0.045 0.031 -0.012 -1.446 0.148 1.000 1.000

a. Dependent Variable: Rating 

b. Independent variables: positive & negative sentiments

Source: Extras from SPSS v.17 output

Table 1. Regression equation pattern output

5. CONCLUSIONS

For testing the correlation within SA, regressive

analysis has been used to show correlation

between Rating and Sentiments. The output

pattern adjusted R2 explains 19.1% of the

variance in the data. The F-test is highly

significant (1295.00) so it can assume that the

model explains a significant amount of the

variance/discrepancy for Rating.

4.2. Rating and SA correlations
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The classification clustering was applied in order to observe any relation with the three

topics of analyses. Lower clusters appear in Călimăneşti Resort, and higher in the eastern

part of the area. A second trend of high clustering is in the western part around Târgu Jiu

City and its surroundings. Rating clustering is specific in the northern area, where new hotels

and boarding houses were built in an area recently declared as resort, nearby the Carpathians

Mountains. A low trend of cluster is observed in the previous eastern resorts, characterized

by higher clustering of classification. This space is also a subject of low clusters of negative

sentiments and to some extent for positive sentiments.

Fig.1. Scheme of research flow


